Grow Your Own Pizza Activity

Directions: Print and label the U.S. Map below “Grow Your Own Pizza.” Draw a large rectangular box in the bottom right corner of the map and label it “Key.” Following along with the Grow Your Own Pizza Video to color in the locations where each pizza ingredient is grown.

Added Challenge: Once you complete the Grow Your Own Pizza activity, take the fun one step further with a special challenge. With the help of a parent, try making a pizza using only what you already have at your house. Don’t have pizza crust? Think of another way to make it. Maybe you could use a roll of croissant or biscuit dough. Use your imagination and get creative!

We’d love to see what you make! Share your pizza masterpieces on social media and tag AZFB AITC (on Facebook) or @AZFB_AITC (on Instagram or Twitter).